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n       Gold slid more than 1 percent yesterday, falling for a third day to hit its lowest
this year as a rise in U.S borrowing costs pushed up the dollar and overshadowed
the impact of strife in Gaza.

n      Downward momentum in gold picked up after the metal broke below support
at its 200-day moving average at $1,306 an ounce. That firmly underpinned
prices earlier this month.

.

n Spot gold lost 1.6 percent at $1,290.91 an ounce, earlier hitting its lowest
since late December at $1,289.40. U.S gold futures for June delivery settled
down $27.90, or 2.12 percent, at $1,290.30 per ounce.

n Gold investors were fixated on the U.S dollar, which rose versus a currency
basket as 10-year U.S bond yields shot above 3 percent, sending borrowing
costs higher in a number of other countries. Gold is highly sensitive to rising
U.S interest rates because it does not bear interest.

n It's a risk-off play across the board. The downward slide in pretty much all
commodities and equities, you can refer that to a stronger dollar and higher
yields. A Federal Reserve official backed the case for further U.S interest rate
hikes, saying inflation had not yet reached the U.S central bank's 2 percent
goal in a sustained way.

n Higher U.S interest rates tend to boost the dollar and  bond yields, making
greenback-denominated gold more expensive for holders of other currencies
and denting the appeal of non-yielding assets such as bullion.

n However if yields were to ease, bullion could recover lost ground over the
coming days. Otherwise the only hope for dollar-denominated gold is a potential
correction in the greenback now.  A stronger greenback makes bullion more
expensive for holders of other currencies.

Gold spiked lower yesterday, falling more than 1

percent while hitting its lowest price for the year as

rising U.S Treasury yields pushed up the U.S Dollar.

The trend turned down when sellers took out the last

swing bottom at $1304.20. The move was reaffirmed

when the move extended through $1302.30. The main

range is $1247.20 to $1375.50. Its retracement zone

is $1311.40 to $1296.20. This zone provided support

earlier in the month when buyers came in and bottoms

were formed at $1304.20 and $1302.30. Based on the

current price at $1291.90, the direction of the gold

market over the near-term will be determined by trader

reaction to the Fibonacci level at $1296.20. A sustained

move under $1296.20 will indicate the selling is getting

stronger. The daily chart indicates there is plenty of

room to the downside with the next target the December

12 main bottom at $1247.20.
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n Gold marked lowest settlement of the year as

10-year yield jumps and Dollar rall ies

n Mostly economically positive were all putting
pressure on gold

n The retreat for gold also pushes the commodity

below its 200-day moving average at $1,307.80

for the first t ime since late December

n The yellow metal has fallen below major technical

support at $1,300

n The latest boost in short-term interest rates is

leading to further U.S dollar strength which is also

leading gold lower
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n Oil prices settled a shade firmer after retreating from multi-year highs hit
yesterday, supported by concerns that U.S sanctions on Iran are likely to restrict
crude exports from one of the biggest producers in the Middle East.

n Brent crude oil settled at $78.43 a barrel, up 20 cents or 0.3 percent, after

reaching an intraday peak of $79.47 a barrel, up $1.24 and its highest since

November 2014.

n The difference between the two benchmarks briefly widened to more than $8

a barrel, the widest gap since April 2015, reflecting surging U.S crude supplies

and a greater geopolitical risk to Brent-based crudes.

n Prices pulled back in post-settlement trade after an industry organization said

U.S crude stockpiles built unexpectedly last week. U.S crude dropped 6 cents

to $70.90 a barrel.

n World oil prices have surged more than 70 percent over the last year as demand
has risen sharply while production has been restricted by the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries, led by Saudi Arabia, and other producers,
including Russia.

n In particular, crude output from shale has made steady monthly gains since
the beginning of 2017. A monthly report the EIA shows crude-oil production
from seven major U.S shale plays is expected to see a climb of 144,000 barrels
a day in June to 7.178 million barrels a day.

n Meanwhile, there is an expectation of a shortage in deliveries of light crude to

Europe, driven by concerns surrounding crude oil from Iran on the heels of the

Trump administration�s plan to reimpose economic sanctions on Iran.

Based on the current chart pattern, the near-term

direction of the WTI crude oil market is likely to be

determined by trader reaction to the major Fibonacci

level at $70.60. July West Texas Intermediate crude

oil futures pulled back into the close yesterday after

reaching another multi-year high earlier in the session.

Concerns over U.S sanctions against Iran underpinned

the market while a surge in the dollar capped the

market�s gains. The main trend is up according to the

daily swing chart. The uptrend was reaffirmed earlier

in the session when buyers traded through the previous

main top at $71.80. The new main bottom is $70.24.

A trade through this bottom will change the main trend

to down. Based on the current chart pattern, the near-

term direction of the WTI crude oil market is likely to

be determined by trader reaction to the major Fibonacci

level at $70.60.

n U.S oil settled higher yesterday as tensions in

the Middle East helped to extend gains in crude

futures

n U.S crude oil prices have flip-flopped on a strong

Dollar

n U.S light crude closed 35 cents or 0.5 percent,

higher at $71.31 a barrel, also not far off the day�s

peak at $71.92, its highest since November 2014

n Total U.S oil production stood at 10.7 million

barrels a day for the week ended May 4

n Crude oil gained as the market retains support

from OPEC and other producers
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n Silver declined 1.5 percent at $16.26 an ounce, earlier hitting its lowest in
nearly two weeks at $16.18 an ounce.  A bearish breakdown could quickly pull
prices back down to the $14/oz level. While a bullish breakout would target
$20.50 and potentially much higher beyond that.

n The U.S dollar index surged to a five-month high today, as the currency has
been a significantly bearish force working against the precious metals bulls.
July comex silver was last down $0.39 at $16.255 an ounce.

n Silver markets also saw selling pressure in reaction to the U.S retail sales
report for April, which came in at up 0.3%, which was in line with market
expectations.The silver market�s consolidation has formed a symmetrical triangle
pattern. Prices are now nearing the apex of that triangle.

n The Empire State manufacturing report also came in solid today. These reports
as showing a healthy U.S economy that won�t deter the Federal Reserve from
continuing to raise interest rates. In fact, some market players are now thinking
the Fed could be a bit more aggressive on tightening its monetary policy.

n U.S Treasury note and bond yields rose to multi-year highs today, with the
benchmark 10-year note pushing above the psychologically important 3.0%
level. Rising bond yields could pull away investor demand for silver.

n If equity markets continue to drop, investors could jump into silver as an
alternative safe-haven investment. If long-term inflation pressures move higher,
then silver still looks attractive as real interest rates will remain low.

n Silver has finally moved below its recent range as the market has been unable
to withstand rising interest-rate expectations, which have pushed U.S 10-year
bond yields above 3%, their highest level since 2011. The silver market appears
to be on the cusp of something big. After months of consolidation that have
been frustrating to many bulls.

Silver markets break down significantly yesterday at

the US dollar strengthen overall, and wreaked havoc

in the financial markets. Economists think that the

market then started selling off anything that was valued

in US dollars, as the currency headwinds caused a lot

of issues. Market players like the idea of buying silver

�on the cheap�, but it also recognize that leverage is

going to be a killer in this market. It shows that ultimately

it will see a lot of pressure to the upside, but this is an

investment, not a market to trade rapidly a lot of times.

The market will ultimately find support near the $16

level, but if it don�t, then the longer-term support at

$15.50 comes into play. At that point, it might to break

down that could be catastrophic. Longer-term, silver

finds its way towards the $20 level, but this could take

quite some time. In the short term, it anticipate being

patient and waiting for stability is the way to go.

n Silver drifted lower, down to the last week low,
at  $16.30, from $16.72 highs

n Dollar-denominated assets such as silver is

sensitive to moves in the dollar

n The dollar hit 93.32, the highest level this year.

As a trade war between the U.S and China

became less likely

n The Silver has been seen ranging since Ferbuary,

with the ranges been narrow within 16.04 � 17.34

n A gain in the dollar makes silver more expensive

for holders of foreign currency and thus decreases

demand for the precious metal
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